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A (slightly irreverent) view of the hyperlinked organization

What's the latest buzz on the Web? B2B? B2C? Click and
mortar? (At least, this last one is semi comprehensible).

The greatest chefs of the world beckon you online
Live to you from the FAA’s Air Traffic Control Center
Enjoy full panoramas of famous European cities
Roam around the Sustainable Energy & Economy network
Stars. Shows. Show times. Playing on Broadway now
All the right moves from the sport pros
Seinfeld quotes . . . enough said
Start to browse at a different site every time

events to highlight
Again, we have a lot to tell you. Here are the highlights:
* We delivered on time, and budget the Theodore
Roosevelt Centennial Gubernatorial CD-ROM to the T.
Roosevelt Association, the State of New York, and the
National Park Service.
* We’ve arranged for the distribution of our authors’
ebooks to all public, academic, and school libraries
through GalaxyLibrary.com.
* A record number of publishing, and web projects are
under way for new, and established authors, as well as
business clients.

the Aussies are coming . . .
“Released on parole, I went straight for three years,
thanks to the help of the Prisoners Aid Association (now
known as OARS), where I was given work. But I still
carried a huge mental load. My conscience seemed like a
raw chunk, as if someone was slicing through my
nervous system with a razor blade.”
So tell the following two bestsellers from Australia
the story of Barry Goode: Too Tough for Tears, and
Prisoner of Hope. Having signed a multi-year exclusive
contract with him, we will start introducing, promoting,
and distributing these ebooks through the ebook sections
of Amazon.com, Barnes & Noble, and other major outlets.

No, the "new, new" thing is what in reality the original
Internet was all about: peer-to-peer, or P2P for the
"initiated". In 1964, the RAND Corp. released a proposal,
authored by Paul Baran, that called for a new, totally
distributed and thus indestructible computer
communications network for the military. Built from the
ground up, the network would be totally decentralized i.e. peer-to-peer, and designed to work even if pieces of it
died. All nodes would be equal and data would flow
through them in random, not predetermined routes.
Why is this of more than academic interest to you? If you
have used or heard about AOL's ICQ instant messaging,
Napster or Gnutella, they all have one thing in common:
they allow you to have two way communications. You can
be a broadcaster and listener, seller and buyer, author
and reader at the same time, through peer to peer
sessions, which are not controlled centrally. True freedom
at last!
So now we can have this unfettered access to each others'
computers; chat or download whatever you like for free,
if you want to. Can you get paid for your work under
such circumstances? All of it? Part of it? Who will pay
you, and how?
Let me know where you stand, by sending your free bits
(and bytes too) to the: editor@newmediapublishing.com.

to pull a Broadway allnighter
in the theater district, where the lights never dim

in Quick Time video format on a computer near you.
Download the player, or its latest version free from Apple
here, if it isn’t on it yet. Use the best technology today.

questions, comments or suggestions?
send them all, to our editor@newmediapublishing.com

hear it

play it

go to our site

